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New horizons in UFO research
PETER

A HILL*

SUBJECTIVE OPTNION IS AN OBSTACLE TO UNBTASED OBSERVATION OF A PHENOMENON
BEING STUDIED.
CONSCIOUSLY OR UNCONSCIOUSLY, OPINION CAN PREJUDICE DATA INTERPRETATTON
AND OBSTRUCT THE
APPLTCATTON OF SCTENTTFTC METHOD. AT OUR PRESENT STATE OF rcNoRANcE, HYPOTHESES
ARE
AND POTENTIALLY HARMFUL. ANALYSIS OF DATA, WITH ADEQUATE
QUALITY CONTROL, BY
EACH PARAMETER IN THE DATABASE, SHOULD PRECEDE HYPOTHESES. IT ]S AN ABSOLUTE
REOUIREMENT THAT SCTENTIFIC METHOD BE RIGOROUSLY IMPOSED, WITH A SEARCH FOR PATTERNS
IN THE
DATA AND CORRELATTONS WITH OTHER VARIABLES. A GLOBAL PROBLEM DEMANDS A GLOBAL
SOLUTION;
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATTON, WrTH COMMON METHODS IS, THEREFORE, CRITICAL; ANYTHING
LESS
rS PARTIAL, PAROCHIAL AND POTENTTALLY MISLEADING.
PREMATURE

THIS PAPER WAS FIRST GIVEN AT THE SUFOI
PUBLISHED BY KIND PERMISSTON OF SUFOT.

CONFERENCE

For some 35 years, reports of unidentified flying objects have been subject to
investigation. Kno\^/n by various names
over the centuries, and in varying
cultures, there is believed by some to
be evidence of UFO reports beinq made in
paleolithic timesr.
Cave-drawings and ancient texts are open
to varying interpretation and there is
no evidence of enquiries prior to the
visual and photographic cases of the
Second World War. Enquiries and investigations have been undertaken by, or on

behalf of, Government authorities in
various countries. Some of these may
not have been made public, but they are
known to include Canada, France, the
Gerrnan Federal Republic, the United Kingdom, the United States and the Soviet
Union. The depth, quatity and rnotivation
of these studies appears to vary
substantially. Taking the United States
as an exarnple, Project Bluebook was
1ittle more than a collection point, an
input without a processor or an output.
It was so grossly understaffed that it
could barely catalogue the reports
received2. Investigation in Septh was
virtually impossible.
fn marked contrast, The University of
Colorado study3, directed by Condon for
the United States Government produced a
lengthy and detailed report. However,
this report is curiously arnbivalent for a
scientific study. Some sections are
excellent. Others, such as that on the
history of the subject, appear to be
based not on scientific evidence or
deduction but on unsubstantiated
speculation and opinion.
In a subject as complex as this, with
data varying widely in detail and in
quality, we must not permit ourselves
the luxury of opinions. The critical
need is reliable data. Given such data,
we should let it lead us wheresoever it
may.

It is rny view that the formulation of
hypotheses, at the present level of our
ignorance, is a positive obstacle to
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research. The risks of accepting
the data which supports a specific
hypothesis, while rejecting-that which
refutes it is too well known to need
further enphasis. This risk, the selective data syndrome, albeit often
unconscious, is too great, at our present
1evel of research to perrnit.
How often do we see slogans, such as
rwe are not alonet, from research
societies.
Any research group which knows the
answers has no place in research.
The urgent need today is the rigorous
application of classical scientific
rnethod. Simultaneously, we must have
better.quality data and more thorough
investigation. Analysis is of no vilue
if our basic data is unreliable in
quantity and quality. Can any of us, from
whatever nation, honestly say that the
data is sufficiently reliable for the
deductions we may wish to draw?
Where, then, do we go from here? Firstly.
it is a sine qua non that training of
investigators and analysts be improved
globally to at least the present level of
the best. It is my subjective impression
that training in Scandinavia is probably
the best in the world. I ask you to beir
in mind, in any data conparison you may
do with other countries, that this data
may well be less reliable than your own.
This is a situation which must be corrected.
In Bufura we have already started to do
so. You can assist us, for ours is a
global problern and demands global
UFO

exarnination.

With

notable exceptions, the work
primarily of investigation of individual
reports. Nothing has been learned in 30
years from individual reports; nothing will
be learned over the next 30 years in this
r./ay. How long does it take for this to be
some

undertaken in many countries consists

appr ec iated

?

Progress can and will be made not by.the
minutiae of individual reports but by the
statistical analysis of groups of reports.
2T
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Progress is there for the taking by comparison of all the attributes of reports
through space,/time and by examination of

the characteristics of

UFO

reports

com-

pared with those classified as IFOs.
In what ways do these differ? our
experience is that sorne 93 per cent of

reports are explainable in mundane
terms. Where these are stars, planets'
satellitesr meteor showers and civil aircraft, they should be predictable. Such
predictable events should be put onto a
computer to see to what extent we can
predict the pattern of reports prior to
their being made.
Comparison of all the parameters of UFO
reports with findings elsewhere is
essential. To do so demands common
terms, definitions and classification.
It also demandS a common minirnum
database. To achieve such common
standards is one of the main objects
of The Provisional lnternational
Committee on UFO Research, born in
London in 1979 and here in Copenhagen
in 1980, to continue this w<;rk.
It cannot be stressed too strongly that
data collection alone does not constitute research. Research demands
analysis of groups of reports, with
quality control of the data, to search
for patternS and correlations in all the
parameters of the database. Where
patterns are idenlified, science can enter.
Firstly, the process begins with a
causative stinulus, be it UFO' ball lightning, hallucination or Venus. (No Freudian
syrnbolism is impliedr although British
police are believed to have chased Venus,
presumably because of her brilliance.)
The stimulus affects the percipient'
visually, aurally or otherwise. Subjective
interpretation of the data received is
rnade by the percipient, often from minimal
data. Bias, albeit unconscious, inevitably
enters here, according to assumptions
influencAd by the percipientrs culture,
beliefs and prior experience. Assumptions
are based on perception processing and
deduction; a value judgement completes the
highly subjective interpretation of stimuli
received.

Let us assume that the percipient reports the
case after 24 hours, following loss and
further distortion of the data by memory
imperfection, and that it is duly investigated.
The investigator introduces additional bias
as data are over-simplified to fit the
limitations of language and of questionnaire
design. The irrvestigatorts report should
always be subject to independent evaluation
by a panel of experienced persons, to rninimise investigator bias. This panel should
allocate a strangeness/credibility index.
This ghould be an international standard
and is on the Agenda of The Provisional
International Committee.
Conventionaliy, an arbitrary over22

simplification is made at this point. Cases
are usually divided into IFO and UFO. This
can hardly be realistic and is a convenient,
but subjective, fiction. Instead of such a
simplistic view, I propose that we attempt
to devise a strangeness/credibility factor
as a measure of probability.
It is less va1j.d to classify a case as a
than as having a defined probability of
possessing the characteristics of a UFO.
The natural human desire to label each case
and file it in one of two main categories
gives the spurious impression that evaluation
is an exact science; before long we even
believe it ourselvesi yet, cIear1y, this is

UFO

nonsense.

Classification is also under scrutiny
internationally as a globa1 issue. Neither
the Hynek nor the Val1ee classification is
suitable for research and a matrix-based
princj.ple, fi.rst proposed by Esterle, is
favoured by the Provisional Committee.
At this point, some UFO societies are content to file their case reports. This in
no way resembles research. It i.s akin to
a collecting mania with interface to a
black hole: everything goes in - nothing
comes out.

The next step should be statistical analysis
of the data to seek patterns and correlations.

Tdentifications of patterns of

UFO

reportsr

parameters are the key to progress in the
subject. Each parameter in the database
should be scrutinised for non-random
distribution, subjected to standard tests
for randomness and the findings made avail-

able to others in the field.
At this point, but not before, development
of an hypothesis is valid in attempts to
explain the patterns identified. Hypotheses
should be reserved until we have specifi.c
facts to explaini not dreamed up prior to
research, based on modern mythology.
Ways must be found of testing hypotheses in
due course, leading at long last to new
informati.on and new knowledge; the process
has a loop as it is cyclical and constantly
progressing. Finally, I make a plea to all
to encourage and support international
co-operation, the application of scient.ific
method in UFo research and to achieve more
in the next five years than in the last 30.
*Peter HilT AMRt FMS, FSS is Chairman of
Committee on
International
the Provisional
uFo Research and is a Bufora CounciT membet.
to the
The paper is based on a presentation
National
SUFoI (Skandinavisk UFo Information)
Congress heLd in Denmatk in 7980 78 to 19
October .
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Meteorological flying objects
E W CREW*

A

SUGGESTED METEOROLOGICAL EXPLANATIOI\ OF CERTAIN TYPES OF' FLYING OBJECTS WHICH WOULD
OTHERWISE BE DESCRIBED AS UFOS, HAS BEEN PUBLTSHED (1) AND AS THIS HAS IMPLICATIO\S IN
ASTRONOMY THE HYPOTHESIS IS BRIEFLY DESCRIBED IN THIS LETTER.

A stroke of lightning is an e'lectrical discharge in the atnosphere arising from a
voltage gradient. This electric field acts
an both positive and negative charges, but
the acceleration and average velocity is
far greater for electrons than for any
other particles, since their nass and
volurne are much smaller. When free
electrons in the atrnosphere are accelerated
to velocities high enough to produce rnore
free electrons in collision with the
atoms of atrnospheric aasesr the process
is called cascade ionisation. There is
a very large and rapid increase in the
current flow, causing the general small
leakage current to become a massive
filanentary discharge, resulting in
sudden high temperatures, ernission of
light and considerable acoustic noise.
this is a very much sirnplified description of the processes resPonsible for
terrestrial lightning, based on the
detailed accounts in recent literature(2).
The voltage gradient which causes the flow
of current acts on a11 charged particlest
but it is generally assumed that rall
current is carried by electrons since
the mobility of positive ions is lowr (3).
The main corlstituent of the gas in the
discharge chantrel is nitrogen, which has
a molecular mass of ?..34x1o-26kg. Electrons have a mass of 9.Ilx1o-3lkg, so
they would rapidly drain from the
ligttning channel to the zone of positive
charge. The voltage gradient in a lightabout 1 kV m-r
ning-ckrannel is initiiffy
and as the force on a charge of le is
1.6x1o-r5N, the theoretical acceleration
of a singly ionised molecule of nitrogen
would

be

1.6 x 10-16
2-34 x 1o-26

= 6.84 x

lO9ms-2

A typical discharge duration is 40 ps'
and the theoretical final uninpeded
velocitv of the ionised molecule would be
274kms-1 , and the distance travelled
5.5n. These figures, of course, ignore
many factors, such as the effect of the
electrons travelling in the opposite
direction and collisions with neutral
atons and the few negatively ionised
atons. Nevertheless, they indicate that
a high longitudinal velocity.of, particles
having relatively high mass is both
possible and likely in a current,dis-harge channel, even when the voltage
gradient has appreciably declined during
the discharge. A realistic estimate
of the velocitY is that of sound at
24

standard temperature and pressure (STP),
namely 33O ns-l r and if the acceleration
to this velocity is linear, the dj.stance
travelled in 40 ps is only 6.3mm. There
would be a long string of ionised
particles all acted on by a force in the
same direction, pushing along with them

a mass of neutral particles, following
collisions in the channel. The kinetic
energy of this long streak of gas, compressed by its own magnetic fie1d, would
be considerable and one would expect it
to be projected like a lance into the
atmospirere far beyond the thunderstorm
area.

It nust be admitted that the evidence for
such jets of matter arising frorn strokes
of lightning is at present rather minimatr'
but in science it is often the case that
certain features which later seem obvious
are not noticed until observers expect to
see them. There are, however, a few
reliable terrestrial examples supporting
this hypothesis and there are, in my view,
many more in astrononical atmospheresr as
described below.
One afternoon

in 1971 July, a retired

general practitioner, Dr. L.H. Wortht
clinbed to'the rounded summit of the Puy
Mary, 177Om, in Central France. He could
see a storn in the valley below him about
three kilornetres away, and he heard
thunder. A few seconds later he felt a
blast of hot air, so powerful that he had
to lean against itr and this occurred three
times in the next few secqnds. He noticed
that other people on the mountain near him
rushed away for shelter. Sorne time later
a friend persuaded hin to write to llature
about his experience and the letter was
published under the title 'Atmospheric
mysteryr (4) . His letters with more details
were also published in lrieatl:er (5) and
IVer+ ,gcientist (6) , but only one suggested
explanation of this event appears to have
been pubtished(1). This is that the jets
of air were caused by the successive
strokes of lightning, and Dr. Worth
happened to be in the very restricted area
above the level of the lightning where
these jets impinged.

There may have been many such unreported
incidents anil there are many cases of
unexplained accidents to aircraft in

apparently still air conditions in fIight
some distance fron thunderstorm areas
which miy have been caused by sudden
violent disttrrbances caused by such jets.
High voltage discharges in thermonuclear
research show sirnilar characteristics.

METEOROLOGICAL FLYING OBJECTS,/E I4J CREW

rNo high pressure discharge in practice is
free of gas flow'(7). Photographs showing

a stroke of lightning rising from a point
on Lhe ground to meet a secondary stroke(8)
also indicate that positive ions are active
in a discharge channel. In another incident,
an observer saw what appeared Lo have been
luminous material ejected from lightning,
follovred by discharges from the ionised
matter into zones of opposite charge(9).
If a stream of ionised air is ejected from
a Iight-ning discharge channel and approaches
a grounded conductor, a charge of opposite
sign would be induced in the latter, and
if the jet stream has sufficient veiocity
aird charge, a steady discharge would take
place, which may be luminous. This seems
a reasonable explanat,ion of certain types
of ball lightning (10) cffering further
evidence for discharge-generated jets, A
sirnilar process would occur in an
encounter between two oppositely charged
streams of air, as indicated by another
theory of ball lightning(11).
Jets travelling in a roughly vertical.
direction into the upper atmosphere,
produced by a stroke of lightningr seem
likely to give rise to a phenomenon which
I shall describe as a meteorological
flying object, or MFO for short. An
appreciable mass of water vapour is 1ike1y
to be entrained in the compressed discharge channel, and this would cool and
condense in the upper atmosphere. Such
streaks of misty rnaterial, following a
parabolic trajectory, would be particul-arly conspicuous when tit by morning
or evening sunlight, and their shape
and position wor-rld constantly change,
so that if they were seen from a hiqhflying aircraft it would be verY
difficult to judge their distance and
ve loc i ty.
An interesting situation arises if the
rater vapour in such streaks of mist
freezes. The solid particles at the
head of the moving column would
encounter atmospheric resistance and
their speed would reduce more than
that of the following particles, causing the ice to bunch together, forming
a solid lump, which woul-d eventually
fatl to the ground shortly after the
stroke of lightning responsible for
the formation of the jet. ManY
cases of the fal1 of large lumPs of
ice have been reported and these are
often considered to have been large
hailstones or falls from aircraft.
This is not a satisfactorY
explanation for many of the incidents'
however, since hailstones oo not fall
as single isolated lumPs of ice and
aircraft did not exist at the time of
rnost of these observations' or they
produce guite different ice specimens
from those found.

In one such case, the observation and
report (L2) were made by a qualified
scientist who was a physicist of UMIST

and a lightning observer for the E.!-ectrical
Research Associatiorr, Dr. R.F. Griffiths"
He noteo the time of occurrence of a
singJ-e viol.ent flash of ligtrtning, then

exactly nine niriutes later an object
crashed to the ground about ttrree netres
frorn where he was standing. The pier:es
indrcated that the object had been a large
piece of ice estimated to have werghed
between one and two kilograrilmes. from the
largest intact piece it was seen t-ijat the:re
were 51 layers of alternating cl.eal ice
and air bubbles. Caref ul subseqr.rerrt
investigations by Dr. Griffiths sh+wed lhal
there were many reasons why the rce rre.s
urrlikely to have grown on and faiien f roilr
A suggested explan;rtion cf
an aircraft.
this event, with rough calculatioirs, is
described below.
ithe lce was formed frcm the water vapour
entrained in ';he discharge channei of the
The
si.ngle powerful stroke of lightning"
layers were formed by the varratjon in
density along the discharge chann':1 because
of the internrrttent nature of the stroke
of lightning, each layer beirrg etlr.:i..ra1enil
r-o 5C-1OOm of channel. The total length
of the chanrrel would therefore i:e,,re been
between 2.5 and 5.Okm. The total weigtrt
of the ice lump was estimated to have
been 1..1k9 from deductions about its
probable shape. The amount of waier vapcur
in the atmosphere is generally a!:out 1oq
per kg. of air, and the density cl .rir at
STP is 1" 2kg m-3 . The volume cf ;: ii: which
contains 1"4k9 of water vapour wculd then
be 117 m3 and if it is in the form of a
lightning channel 2.5-5.O km lonr: r its
diameter would be 24o-l-7Omm. This i-s very
close to the estimated diameLer cf 22omm
based on the shape of the ice 1urp.
The interval of nine minutes between the
flash of the lightning and the crash of
t.he ice can be obtained by many conibinations
of the probable values of height and velocity of the jet strean, as in the follow*
ing example.

Initial height of jet 6km
Vertical speed 55Oms-r .
Calculated time to apogee 56 s'
Vertical distance to top of trajectory
15.5 km"
Total height 21.4 km.
llerminal velocity 44.4 ms-i (160 km hr-I ) .
Calculateo time of faII to this ve loc i ty

4.5 s.

Distance dropped lOOm.
Time to fal1 remaining distance to ground

at the terminal velocity 4Bo s
Total time from jet formation to ground
contact of ice 54O s, that is niire rninutes"
IL is very rare that an observation of this
type is made by an observer with all the
requisite qualifications for accur:aey and
investigative ski11. If Lhe claim that
tire ice could not have fa1len fr<ln an
aircraf t and was not a giant haii.stolle' as
stated by Griffiths (L2), is correct, then
it seems most probable that the stroke of
lightning was responsible, giving further
25
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strohg support to the view that in some
cases lightning can produce powerful jets
which are liabl-e to be dangerous to air-

craft

These comnents are intended to show that
many UFO sightings probably have a natural

physical explanation, not involving the
less acceptable hypothesis of actions
by extraterrestrial intelligences(13),
and secondly that these characteristics
are worth further study in relation to
the much rnore extensive atmospheres in astronony. There is a renarkable number of
close similarities between electrical
discharge characteristics and many astronomical phenomena (14), and althoirgh there
are difficulties in relation to the charging processes involved, some answers to
these problems have been published (f5)
and at least one other theory in the
astronomical literature (16) is on
similar lines.
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Are we alone, or could they be in the asteroid belt?
MICHAEL

D.

PAPAGIANNIS*

THE OBSERVATIONS THAT

LIFE

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL

HAS A NATURAL TENDENCY TO EXPAND INTO ALL AVAILABLE SPACE, THAT
CIVILTZATIONS SHOULD BE ABLE TO ENGAGE WITH RELATIVE EASE IN INTER-

STELLAR TRAVELLING, AND THAT ONCE THTS THRESHOLD IS CROSSED THE CO}4PLETE COLONIZATION OF
THE ENTIRE GALAXY WILL BE ACCOMPLTSHED IN A VERY SHORT INTERVAL RELATIVE TO THE AGE OF THE
GALAXY' LEAD US TO THE FOLLOW]NG DILEMMA : EITHER THE ENTIRE GALAXY IS TEEMING WITH
INTELLIGENT L]FE AND HENCE OUR SOLAR SYSTEI\,I MUST HAVE BEEN COLONIZED HUNDREDS OF MILLTONS
OF YEARS AGO, OR THERE ARE NO OTHER INHABITANTS TN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM AND HENCE MOST PROBABLY
NEITHER ANYWHERE ELSE ]N THE GALAXY. BEFORE ACCEPTTNG, HOWEVER, THE BLEAK VERDICT TI]AT WE
ARE ALL ALONE IN THE GALAXY. WE MUST SEARCH CAREFULLY THROUGHOUT THE SOLAR SYSTEM FOR ANY
SIGNS OF OTHER TECHNOLOGICAL C]VILIZATIONS. THE MOST LOGICAL PLACE TO LOOK FoR THEM sEEIVls
TO BE THE ASTEROID BELT BECAUSE OF THE MANY ADVANTAGES IT OFFERS TO A GALACTIC SOCIETY
LIVTNG IN SPACE COLONIES

The euphoric optimisrn of the sixties and the
early seventies that communication with extra-

terrestrial civilizations seemed quite
possible (Sagan 1973), is being slowly replaced in the last couple of years (Hart 1975i
Jones I976i Shklovskii L977) by a pessimistic
acceptance that we might be the only technological civilization in the entire Galaxy.
This change of heart has been happening as
a result of the following observations :
(1) Life seems to possess a natural tendency
to expand like a gas to occupy all available
space. This i.s evident, for example, when
algae rapidly take over an unattended swimming poo1, and certainly has been the
characteristic of man who after conquering
the entire planet is now ready for new
ventures in outer space.
(21 lntersteflar travelling seems easily
attai.nable, especially in the O.O1-O.1c
range, by advanced technological societies.
The building of permanent colonies in space,
as envisioned by o'Neil1 (L974), will make
it possible for people living all their
lives in these colonies to disengage
emotionally from the mother planet. Such
colonies would have the emotional strength
and coherence to undertake trips to the
nearby stars that wouLd last for several
generations. Nuclear fusion, with a
o.Oo7mc2 yield, can become a most attractive energy source for such trips even at
an efficiency e as low as 10 to 20 per
cent. As seen from the relation
I
_MV2

= O.OO7

enc2

2

a spaceship of mass M will be able to reach
speeds V -- 1-3 x IO-2c with a fuel load m
not larger than M.
(3) In the lasL 1oo years or so, the
velocities of 1ong, non-stop voyages
(trains to spaceships) have increased from
'u Io3 to "u 106 cm/s. rt seems reasonable,
therefore, to antici.pate an additional
increase by a factor of 3Oo to looo in
the next loo to 2oo years, especially with
the use of nuclear fusion. One can be
optimistic also about self-sufficient

space colonies, which according to the
computations of OrNeill could be a reality
even before the turn of the century. It
appears, therefore, that with steady technological progress and without the need
cf any new major discoveries, we should be
able Lo undertake stellar missions in a
few centuries. This is an interval in
cosmic terrnsas brief as a few minutes in
the life of a man, which means that our
civilization
is extremely cfose to this
critical moment.

(4) Once the threshold of interstellar
travelling is crossed the entire Galaxy
will be colonj.sed in only a few million
years, which is a very short period relative
to the 10 to 15 billion year age of our
Galaxy. Even by assuming an expansion
rate of one liglt year per century (say
5OO years for a 10 light year trip to a
suitable nearby star, and 5OO years for the
building of, the new colony before it can
undertake further stellar missions) , we
see that the entire Galaxy can be conquered
in less than IO M yr. It is also clear
that as new colonies join the colonization
wave, there will be so many interstellar
travellers that there will be no reasonable
place in the Galaxy that will remain unoccupied.
(5) The many attractive features of our
solar system (a single, well-behaved, longlasting, hot star surrounded by a
multitude of diverse planets, moons and
asteroids) could have not been missed by
the colonisers, and therefore our solar
system could have not been bypassed as
the colonization wave swept through the
Galaxy.

(6) The likelihood is that the extraterrestrial
colonisers of our solar system,
especially after their long interstellar
voyages, will have become accustomed to
As a result, not only will
space living.
they not need a habitable planet to settle
on, but most probably they would prefer
to continue Iiving in space colonies. The
orbits of thelr choj-ce would obvj-ousIy
be these that provide the most efficienl
access to material and energy resources.
From the above it follows that if
2'l
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hundreds of nillions of intelligent civilizations did evolve in our Galaxy over the

past several billion years, as suggested
by the integration of the Drake-Sagan
probability formula over the entire history
of tne Galaxy (Freeman & Lampton 1975) ,
then it seems inevitable that some of these
galactic civilizations would have achieved
interstellar travelling and the whol-e Galaxy,
including our solar system' would have been
teeming with advanced technological societies.
Conversely, if we are the only technological inhabitants of our solar system,
then nost Iikely we are also the only ones.
of the entire Gllaxy. This deduction implies
that the values cornmonly used for one or
more of the probability factors of the Drake
formula (Shklovskii & Sagan L966i Kreifeldt
L97Ii Sagan L973i oliver I975) must have
been grossly over-estimated (Papagiannis
1978).

COULD THEY BE AROUND?

have reached, thereforer the stage where
the acid test for our dilemma seems to be
whether or not our solar sYstem is
inhabited by an advanced extraterrestrial
society. oi course there are in the
literature several reports of UFO sightings
and even stories of dramatic encounters
with extraterrestrials. There are also
several popular books r such as those of
von Diiniken (1969), in which the intervention of extraterrestrials in this
planet
is envisioned on countless occasions'
'Stif f however
there is no convincing
,
oroof to anv of' these stories or suggestionsi
in accordan6e with the Shklovskii principle
t-hat "aIl events should be considered
natural unless proven otherwise", the
scientific community remains unconvinced
about visits to Earth by extraterrestrials'
As a result, and in accordance with the
presently available evidence, we tend to
Lelieve Lhat te are the only advanced
civllization inhabiLing our solar system'
Absence of evidence however, should not be
taken as evidence of absence. Before we
resign therefore' to a pessimistic
acquiesence that we might be the only
tedhnological inhabitants of our Galaxy,
we have Lhe responsibility to search
exhaustively in our solar system for other
advanced societies. The supposition that
we are alone in the sofar system is based
essentially on the assumption that if
others were here they would have already
made contact with us, or at least we
would have become aware of their
existence. Neither of these assumptions,
however, is necessarily true, though it
is possible that some of the thousands
of UFo sightings might deserve some
further consideration as suggested by

We

Hynek (L972).

in the whole
our solar
iystem is indeed inhabited by extrat-errestr ials, where are they most 1ikely
to be found? In earlier days people had

The most intriguing question
problem is the-following: if
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tried to identify one of the other planets
of our solar system, most frequently I'lars
(Lowell 19OB), as the abode of an extraterrestrial society. From the above discussion however, it follows that the
colonisers of our solar system are likely
to continue to live in space colonies,
probably at reasonably close dj'stance to
the Sun so as to have a sufficient supply
of solar energy for their needs, and most
likely near celest-ial bodies of weak
gravity from which they would obtain all
the natural materials needed for the
continuous prosperity of their civilization.
THE ASTEROID BELT CHOICE

withj-n this framework, it seems that the
asteroid belt would be an ideal place for
the extraterrestrials to set up their
space colonies. Not only would they have
an easy access to all natural resources by
mining the asteroids, but they would also
be close enough to the Sun to have ample
solar energy for their needs. Some years
ago Lhis suggestion would have sounded
nnreasonable, mainly because we used to
think that the asteroid belt must be full
of debris which can be very hazardous for
any spaceships permanently stationed in
their vicinity. The Pioneer 10 and ll
missions, however, (Kinard et al L974)
have found that the density of meteroids
in the asteroid belt hardly differs from
any other place in the solar systemr and
thirefore, the colonization of the asteroid
belt seems quite feasible. There are, of
course, also the Kirkwood gaps in the
asteroid belt which are practically free
of any asteroids. A spaceship could
remain there almost indefinitety by simply
compensating against the tidal effects of
Jupiter with its own propulsion system.
one can even consider the possibJ'lity that
the large fragmentation of the components
of the asteroid belt might be the result
of mining projects by the extraterrestrial
colonies. It is even conceivable that
Lhey have tried to keep the region clean
of iree floating debris for their safety.
The identification of space colonies I to
10 km in size hidden in the asteroid belt
would not be an easy task for a terrestrial
observer because from a long distance
these colonies would be practically
indistinguishable from the thousands of
natural isteroids. They would also follow
the same orbits around the Sun as the
asteroids, which would be much more numerous
and therefore it would be alrnost like
searching for a needle in a haystack. StiII
with careful observations in the radio
domain we might be able to detect some
leakage of radio noise, infrared observations-might reveal a higher effective
temperature than that which is justified
Uy Ltreir distance from the Sun and finally,
space rnissions to the
p-roperty ptanned
ist-eroid -be1t might do some successful
eavesdropping and might even return some
direct pltotoqraphic evidence. The search
project, therefore, though admittedly

ARE !{E ALL ALONE, OR COULD THEY BE IN THE
ASTEROID BELT?/I.'IICHAEL D. PAPAGIANNIS

quite difficult, is still within the capabilities of our present technology and in
view of the far-reaching consquences of
either positive or negative results, should
be given a serious consideration.
WHY ARE THEY SILENT?

As to why they have not yet nade contact
with us, one can think of several answers,
includlng the zoo hypothesis of Ball (1973).
The simplest explanation, howeverr ilrd
hence maybe the nost probable one, night
be that of confrrsion and indecision. our
hypothetical neighbours were probably
acquainted for millions of years with a
lethargic Earth inhabited by life forms
not worth any effort of comnunication.
Suddenly, in the last 50 Years or so'
which probably is a very short interval
for a well-settled galactic society, they
have been confronted with an exponentially
mushrooning technological society (aeroplanes, radio-communications, nuclear bombs,
spacecraft) which undoubtedly nust be causing them some serious concern. It is
possible, howevetr, that faced with such a
sudden technological explosion, a serene
cosnic civilization would be perpLexed and
undecided as to how to handte the situation.
They rnight be debating on whether to crush
us or to help us, and therefore they might
be sinply postponing their decision' waiting to see what we are going to do with
ourselves. Meanwhile, the asteroid belt
provides a natural hide-out where they
can remain inconspicuous for a long time
until we decide to search for them.
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In conclusion, tbough the idea that the
asteroid belt might be harbouring a number of extraterrestrial colonies sounds
Iike science fiction' the argunents
presented above suggest that if there
lre any extraterrestrial colonies in our
solar system then the asteroid belt
seems to be the most logical Place to
look for them. Before acceptingr therefore, the bleak verdict that we are all
alone in the Galaxy, we have an obligation
carefutly to investigate this possibility,
renote as it might seem.
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Dog meets UFO - a brief survey
D. G.

BUTCHER*

REPORTS OF ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN DOGS AND UFOS ARE BY NO MEANS UNCOMMON. THERE MUST BE MANY
CASES ON RECORD. THE NATURE OF THESE ENCOUNTERS, TO JUDGE FROM MY RATHER LIMITED SOURCES,
FALLS UNDER FOUR MAIN HEAD]NGS:

Cases of fr:qht

on the part of the

dog

(a) tvtild alarm.
(b) Severe Fright.
Cases of defiance on the part of the dog
(a) Fear of dog shown by UFO entities.
(b) Positive defensive action taken against
dogs by UFO occupants.

The attempted abduction of dogs bv
occupants

UFo

Traces of a giant dog in the vicinitv of
UFO sight.ing
Cases of mild alarm among dogs at a UFO
in barking and
@esults
howling which draws the attention of the
human witness to the scene. The four

a

following reports are tYPical:
At Poncey-sur-1rIgnon, L954 June 02, dogs
started baying and the witness saw a rgreat
cloud cigar' (1) .
At Premanonr (Jura) , ]-954 September 27, a
barking dog drew childrenrs attention to a
UFO entity (2).
At St Alexis de Montcalm' Montreal, 1964
November, a dog awakened a Dr Lebel in the
early hours of the morning. Witness saw a
large luminous balJ- hanging stationary above
the tree tops near his hone (3).
Dogs awakened a man who was sleeping in a
Flor ida swdtnpr sorne date in 1966. A
lighted object was seen in the distance.
The man tried to communicate with it but
was knocked unconscious (4).

It is difficult to judge, from these reports,
the degree of fright experienced by the
anirnals, but they were disturbed enough to
bark or bay. There are, however, instances
on record of dogs howling in the presence
of a UFO.
When the famous tairship' appeared at Paris,
Texas, in 1896, a dog howled until it passed
from sight (5); and howling dogs were
reported to have awakened a couple of boys
on two consecutive mornings in August 1965'
near Sydney, Australia, and on each occasion
a

UFO htas

seen (6).

At Clifton Hampden, in North Berkshire, in
L966, a UFO came into view while a woman
was shutting up her Corgis for the night.
30

The dogs started to whine, making a
rdreadful noiset (7). Running dogs, as if
fleeing from a UFO, can be seen in the
Cappoquin photograph.

In 1965, September 09, a girl was out in
the evening walking with her dog between
Tongham and Ash Green, Surrey. Suddenly
the dog sat down and refused to move. It
was then that its mistress saw t two headlampsr in the sky. The girl was disinclined to attribute the dogrls action
to the UFO, but we cannot be sure that
such was indeed the case - it could conceivably have been a temporary paralysis,
though that seems unlikely (9).
Cases of severe fright
At Weston near Runcorn , (no date/I967) a
girl saw something in the sky, and sought
refuge in a nearby house. It was reported
that the hair of a dog stood on end (1O).
At Morristonr South Wales, 1965 August 25,
woman was standing at the window when a
bright 1i9ht in the sky approached with
such a glare that it seemed to burn her
skin. Her neighbour's dog became very
frightened and for ten minutes, refused
utterly to go out (I1).
At Quarouble, France, 1954 Septernber 1o,
M. Dewilde's dog was "howling loud enough
to wake the dead". A UFO was seen on the
railway lines near his house. Just then'
his dog came crawling up to him on her
beIly, and began to bark again. Shortly

a

afterwards two UFO occupants were seen (12).

At Ringstead Bay, near Weymouth, 1967
October 26, a UFo arrived overhead and
hovered there for some time. The witnessl
was very distraught, and
Alsation dogrsit'.
She pestered her master
refused to
to move on. On each of four subsequent
visits to the area, she became very distressed (13).
The dog in the following report, from
Valence, France, as in the previous two
examples, was a bitch. 1954 September 26
the witnesst dog first barkedr and then
howled miserably. A UFO was then seen.
and its occupant. The witness' a woman,
fled. The dog continued to howl, with
all the dogs of the village joining in.
The dog was stil1 trembling with fright
three days later (14).
In the following case, it is reasonable
to suppose that the crowd, who were Lhrowing bricks at the UFO entities, contributed
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r,o the dog's panic. When a UFO landed on a
Sports field at Monza, Italy, a man set his
Boxer dog on to the creature who was in a
sort of diver's suit. The dog turned on
its master and bit him (15). perhaps we
have here noL only a case of severe fright,
but also of disorientation. It may even
have been an example of positive defensive
action on the part of a UFO entity.

fear of dogs in some
rnstances, as in the case of an American
working in Austria in 1951. The report has
it that the memory of the witness was
preserved only because a dog's barking
frightened the occupant away at the last
minute (16).
UFO occupanLs show

1954 September 30, Valence, France. A
with a dog met a form rswathed in
cellophane'. Seeing the dog, it climbed
back into a UFO and took off (17),
woman

Perpignan, France - 1954 October 15.
offic ial attested on oath that a
reddish object landed near him, and that a
man came out of it who was apparently
scared by the barking dogs, He climbed
back inr and took off (18).
Customs

action taken aqainst

d

it. The man fled, but his dog
ran towards the aliens. The man then noticed
that the dog was retreating, walking in an
awkward manner, as if partially paralysed (19)
What seems to be the sarne story, but with
a different time and place attributed to it,
tells of a man who carne upon a UFO when out
hunting with his dog. The man fled, and the
dog went for the object, but became semiparalysed, and was hardly able to get back
to its master. According to this account,
the incident took place at Manosque, near
Valensol-e, in France, 1954 October 14 (2O1.
A group of UFOs landed on the railway line
near Trancas, Province of Tucuman, South
America, 1963 October 21 and directed beams
of light on a nearby house. The occupants
of the house were terrified. Three fierce
dogs were affected by the rays, and became
listless and enervated; but when the beams
fluctuated, or played on another part of the
house, they seemed to come to life again and
began to howl. They kept this up for some
tirne after the UFOs had left (21).
AlteTplgd ?bducti
es.
The following case na@d
abduction. At Point Pleasant, in the Ohio
Va11ey, USAr 1957 January 10, barking dogs
drew attention to a UFO which was descending
a hill and edgi.ng along a ravine which led
down to some kennels. It then changed
direction (221 .
In the Autumn L966, three dogs disappeared,
the incidents coinciding with the appearances
of UFOs in the Point Pleasant area (23) .
Everittstown, New Jersey, 1957 November 06.
emerged from

A.non-human, gnome-like entity, associater
with a luminous egg-shaped object, spoke
to John Trasco in tbroken languaget, sayin,.,

"We are peaceful people. We donit want
no trouble. We just want your dog.,' The
dog was a six-year o1d nelgian poiice-dog
tethered to the side of the house. It
was barking furiously, and frothing at the
mouth with excitement and terror (24) .
Earlier on the same day, at Dante, Tennesse.
a 12-year old boy got up to let hi,s dog
out of the house. Twenty minutes latei he
went out to fetch the dog, and saw it with
a group of other dogs near an elongated
egg-1i.ke obj ect. One of the men (associ.ate.:cl
with the object), grabbed at the dog who
growled and backed away. The nan then
picked up another dog - an anonymous, smali,
dark-brown one - but i.t started to bite
him, and the man put him down (25).

he vicinitv of a
gf , a gian.L,
Ilace?
uFq sishFins.
rhis@
and can hardly be classed as an encounter.
On the evening of 14 December L963, on the
road to Vereeniging, South Africa, two
men, Messrs. Muller and Immelmann, saw
"an exceptionally large dog... as big as a
buck". A 1i.tt1e later, as they were sti11
travelling along the same road, they
decided to return and investigate.
At the
spot.where they had seen the dog they were
persistently buzzed by a UFO (26) .
1967 January 19 on the Interstate Highway
64, at about ten miles outside Charleston,
West Vi.rginia, USA, a large metal sphere
was seen hovering at about four feel above
the road surface. Three months later,
investigator, John Keel examined the
precise spot and found a series of ,'very
strange footprints in the mud beside the
road,.. They looked lj.ke hugh dog tracks..
except that they were not dog tracks and
were so deep that the animal which made
them must have weighed from 2OO to 4OO
pounds". None of the wildtife authorities
in Charleston were able to identify the

tracks

(27 ) .

Three coinciding elements are to be noted
in these two stories - the UFO, the roacl
and the trace of a giant dog. In those
Black Dog legends which te1l of a spectral
animal having a light, or lights, where
its head should be, a similar tri.ad is
implied: a mysterious 1ight, a road, and a
very large dog. The tracks mention in the
last case might be compared with some of
the alleged footprints of the 'surrey puma'.
Those dj.scovered in the vicinity of a
tpumar sighting on Hurtwood Common were of
a very large dog, according to Maurice
Burton, writing in the Surrey Advertiser
in 1965.

Leaving aside numerous instances of mild
alarm among dogs encountering a UFOr-;e
may straight away deal with a few cases
of more severe friqht, such as that of the
dog whose oh.fr stood straight up" when
sornething like two red reflectors were
seen in Doddrige County, USA in November
L966. The animal ran into a field and
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$ras not seen again. An abduction? (281
Similarly, in 1957 June 16, dogs panicked
and took to the fields in Argentina when a
hideous rumble was heard overhead and
mysterious glaring lights seemed to emanate
from the sky (29).
In the case of the |UFO nestst, oE circular
depressions found in swamps at Tully, in
Queenslandr Australia, a witness who had
previously dreant of UFOs landing on his
property, said that on the norning of the
inciaenl, his dog suddenly went made and
bounded off into the swanP (JP).
Perhaps the case of the little dog of Betty
and Blrney HitI could be classed as severe
rather thln mild fright. Its ears pricked
up at the onset of the beeping sounds
heralding the contact, but at the end of
the affair it was trenbling (31).
John Keel reports the case of a shepherd
dog having been crushed to death in a field
in-ohio, USA, every bone in its body having been broken. The knee-high grass
in a perfect circle,
ar5und it was flattened
rUFo
nestt case in
the
us
of
reninding
Queensland, mentioned above (32). Keel
said that he had exarnined a number of
dogs which had been mutilated as if by a
scalpel (32).
In the early Maury Island UFO sighting
incident, the witness' dog was killed by
a slag falling fron the object. .This was
in Juie 1947 i33). And in the aff,air of
in
the boy, oscar Iriartr in Argentina
JuIy 1968, a dog was Paralysed (34).
Disappearances of doqs in the vicinities
to John Keel,
@rding
were very common in West Virgina and Ohio
in 1957 (35).
A number of encounters between dogs and
errant hairy monsters have been reported
from Florida. SometimeS the dogs have
refqsed to purgue the thing; at other
times they have been the aggressor. Once,
when a dog chased one of these monsters
into a wood, it returned with a chunk out
of
of its hide, and was weak from loss
blood (36). As for evidence of a giant
dog associated with uFo phenomena'
Chirles Fort mentionedr among similar
cases, that of a wolf or large dog which
ravaged sheep at Hexhan, North Wales, in
1904: Bloodhounds and foxhounds could or
This was
would not pick up its trail.
during a revivalist period in Wales when
many mysterious lights were seen, such as
ctrat whicfr at one time followed the car
of Mrs Jones, a revivalist leader (37) '
An unclassified case concerns the favoured
little dog belonging to Charles Garreau'
At Chalai!, France in November 1954 lt \"tas
was patted by UFO entities (38). That
one little dog that had its daY!
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*D.G. Butcher was an active membet of the
GrauP on AetiaT
S"rre,l I""ettigation
Phenomena untiT his death in 197L.
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MA PIT resources centre
DAVID REES, MARK TYRRELL, STEPHEN CLEAVER*
THE NEED FOR INFORMATION IS AS BASIC A REQUIREMENT FOR MANKIND AS AI'IY OTHER. INFORMATION
AS A RESOURCE HOWEVER, IS INCREASING AT AS FAST A RATE AS NATURAL RESOURCES ARE DECREASING'
PERHAPS EVEN FASTER.

IS A SUBJECT {^IHICH IS GENERATING AN EVER-INCREASING POOL OF INFORMATION. THE
FOUNDATION STONE FOR ALL OBJECTIVE RESEARCH IS INFORMATION - FOR WITHOUT IT NO REAL RESEARCH
CAN CONTINUE. ONE OF THE MAIN REASONS PEOPLE ARE DETERRED FROIT'I BECOMING INVOLVED ]N THIS
TYPE,OF ENDEAVOUR IS THE LACK OF ACCESSIBILITY TO THE DATA THEY MAY REQUIRE.
UFO RESEARCH

Science has long established channels of
access to proper library facilities, which
enable individuals to acguire items of
interest. To quote Rcbert Morrell "Ufology'
whilst claining a status within various
disciplines, has not even managed .to provide
itself with elementary research facilities
of this type." Since our joint rStatement
of rntentr was published in 1979, I\4APIT and
FUFOR have discussed the possibility of
setting up a 'resources centrer. Both
organisations full-y recognise the problens
this involves and we would like readers of
this article to understand that it was not
a decision taken hastily by overenthusiastic

individuals likely to lose their interest
in the project after a few months. we
intend to establish the Centre and wish
to appeal to you to assist us.
There are many good reasons for starting
such a tcentrer, for examPle:(1) It will offer a conprehensive collection
of reference naterial in one central location, which wiII include subjects other
than UFo research; (2) The information
stored at the Centre will be available to
all interested parties and (3) Over the
long-term it will establish a much needed,
long overdue, archival collection of items
which will provide a historic record for
the use of future generations of researchers.
Any collection of material rnust be fully
indexed and catalogued for easy reference.
To assist the Centre we have ordered
'Sinclair zx-8lr computer, which will aIlow
us to utilise the latest technology for setting up three main indexes. These are a
General fndex; Subject Index and an Abstract
Index. The potential for forming new
indexes will be greatly enlarged with the
hetp of the tzx-ll-ti as John Prytz has said'
"any information that can be stored on a
pie-e of paper can be stored in a computer."
Examples are bibliographies, names of
authors, titles of books, articles from
journals with specific dates and edition'
cross-references, indexes from alternative
sources and data from other UFo researchers,
including their names, addresses and telephone numbers.

The Centre will be a facility to which
everyone will have access, whether or not they
are involved in serious research, the media'

free-lance writers or just ordinary individuals who reguire an answer to a particular

query. The methods of obtaining the
material will be via the telephone' writing
to the Centr6 and in some cases' photocopying the material required and sending it
to the enquirers. Information can be
obtained from personal visits. There are
many things to be organised. The formation
of a regular team of translators can be
planned as a long'-term project, as can the
purchase of a quality photo-copier to be
housed at the Centre. The Centre will
have to charge for supplying any information
in order to cover runninq costs.
This article has been compiled to make you
aware of the project and we would like to
hear from you about the Centre. We would
like to see many organisations and individuals supporting us. This can be done in
various ways. It is, for example fi.nanciall
impossible for us to subscribe to every
magazine, newsletter and journal published
therefore, we would like to hear from
Editors who are willing to donate copies
(both back numbers and future issues) of
their publications for inclusion in the
Centre records. Any donations will be
qreatly appreciateC, e.9. : newsclippings'
old magazines, tapes, photographs' casehistories and so on.
To aid the purchase of collections and
individual items - a support fund has been
formed and persons wishing to send any
donations are asked to forward them to the
MAPIT

address:-

Hillcrest Road'
Offerton, Stockport, Cheshire, SK2 5SE'

MAPIT, C/o David Rees, 92

England (Te1. 061-4834210).
*

(Manchester
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NASA news
ILIFE IN

SPACEI WATCH ENDS

six-year old
project to listen for other civilisations
elsewhere in the gal.axy ended amid severe
criticism on 30 September.
American astronomers condemned the budget
cut as "penny pinching" and as showing
"a tragic lack of imagination". The
project was an attempt to detect, using
large radio telescopes, signals from
possible civilisations among planets
circling the galaxyrs l50rOOO million
stars.
Astronomers especially deplore the scrapping of a computer prograrnme to separate
any artificial
signals from the vast
anount of natural radio emissions. Not
yet finished, the programme would have
been ready within six months for linking
to receivers.
An official of NASA commented: "If you
donrt
look for anythingr you never find
it. u
The United States Government's

seens to come from contamination of the ice.
Some scientists believe a uniforrn mixture
of rock and ice frozen together, with rock

particles in the ice, is responsible for
the darkness. Others advocate a two-layer
nodel, with an ice shel1 encasing a rocky
centre with the darkened surface caused
by collected dust and cosmic particles.
The brighter terrain is considered to be
a younger surface most likely caused by
internal heating which might have melted
or weakened the ice, producing f1ow, grooves
and overlap.

Three likely sources of this extra heating
which changed Ganyrnede's face, according
to NASA Ames scientists Cassen and Ray
Reynolds and Stanton Peale of the University
of California at Santa Barbara, are formational heat, radioactive energy and tidal
dissipation. These researchers believe the
radioactive effect was the most important
heating factor, despite controversy.
VOYAGER

VOYAGER DISCOVERIES

Unexpected discoveries about Ganymede
and CaIIisto, Jupiterrs largest moons,
have triggered debate over their origins
and development. Scienti.sts had

previously believed the sibling satellites
would look alike, equally devoid of atmosphere or activity except for craters left
from meteorite bombardment.
But Voyagers I and 2 in their 1979 flybys
of Jupiter have unveiled a surprisingly
different. birnodal face on Ganymede,
apparently the result of internal heating,
which contrasts with Callistors uniformly
cratered surface.
Ganymede, though Jupiterrs largest
satellite - about 1l times the size of
our l{oon - is only slightly larger than
Callisto and occupies an adjacent orbit
around Jupiter. Thus, Ganymede was
expected to look like Ca11isto.
Voyager pictures show that Callisto is,
as predicted, a frozen, pock-marked sphere
without atmosphere or evidence of internal
activity. rn fact, scientists have found
that Callisto holds more craters than
any other body in the solar system. The
craters are remnants from four billion
years ago, when meteors showered through
our forrning solar system. This ancient
terrain, found on both Ganymede and
Callisto, appears dark and dull, not
bright. And parts of Ganymeders surface
are light and covered with grooves which
seem to overlap the older terrain.
The darkness
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of this cratered

ground
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REACHES SATURN

Voyager 2 reached Saturn on August
25, I98I, its closest approach occurring
at 8.25 p.n. PDT, as it passed lol,OOO
kilometres (63rOOO niles) above the planetrs
cloud tops.
Voyager 1 flew past on November 12, I98O
and is moving out of the ecliptic plane of
the solar system, searching for the
heliopause, the limit of the solar wind.
Despite some camera problems which prevented
the spacecraft fron carrying out some of its
experiments, Voyager 1 could continue to
return scientific data into the next century,
arriving at Uranus in January 1986, then
on to a rendezvous with Neptune in August

NASATs

1989.

Before Voyager 1ts Saturn encounter, project
officials planned that Voyager 2' s studies
of Saturn, developed over two years, would
be revised based on scientific data returned
by the first spacecraft. So many unexpected
and unexplained phenomena were observed by
Voyager 1 in the Saturnian system that
Voyager 2 was extensively reprogramned in
flight to tailor its encounter to further
explore the results from the first Voyager.

Saturnrs rings, for example, unparalleled
in the solar system, were found by Voyager 1
to be even more complex in their structure
and dynamics than previously believed.
Voyager 2 has taken an even closer look at

the ring system.
Unlike Jupiter, Saturnrs dark belts and
light zones are muted by a thick haze layer
above the planet's visible cloud tops.

NASA

NEWS

Saturn generates almost two-and-a-half times
the arnount of heat it receives frorn
a phenomenon which is probably due tothe Sun,
gravitational separation of helium (which
accounts for above 11 percent of the upper
atmosphere) and hydrogen.

high as I,BOO km (l,IOO miles)
hour blow eastward at Saturnis eguator. an
The velocity decreases to near zero at
about 35 degrees latitude north and south.
Winds. as

The planet takes 29.46 years to complete
one orbit around the Sun, which is ipproximately 1.42 billion km (88G million nitesl
-yuy. A day on Saturn lasts IO hours,
minutes, 26 seconds (as determined by 39
Voyager I last year).

UnLil four years ago, Saturn was believed to
be the only planet encircled by rings. But
both Jupiter and Uranus were discovereC to
have thin, barely visible rings. (The
Jovian_ring was discovered by Voyager 1.)
Saturnrs rings, however, are muct iicher
in material, mostly chunks of ice and
rock ranging in size from dust grains to
huge boulders many tens of meteis in

diameter.

Before Voyager I's arrival at Saturn last,
year and the discovery of several hundred
tringletsr, the rings were thought to consist of perhaps six individual iings;
frorn the planet outward they are the O-,

C-, B-, A-, F- and E-rings. The dusty
G-ring, which was first photographed by
Voyager I, is the innermost ring orbiting
about 1O9,OOO km (68,OOO miles) above
Saturnrs cloud tops.
The Cassini and Encke Divisions visible
in Earth-based telescopes were thought
to be empty of material, but pioneer 11
detected material within the gaps, which
Voyager 1 discovered to be ringlets.
Voyager 2 will study the detailed ringlets
within the Cassini Division to see if their
structure has changed in Lhe nine months
since Voyager lrs visit.
NEW THEORY ON ORIGIN OF SOLAR SYSTEM

Two

scientists at

NASAts Anes Research
Centre, Mountai.n View, California, Dr.
Theodore Bunch and Dr. Sherwood Chang,

have contributed significantly to chinging scientific t.hinking regarding the

origin of the solar sysLem.
Previously, the solar system was thought
to.have originated frorn part of a huge,
thin and cold cloud of interstellar
matter that contracted into a more dense
uniform cloud of hot gases and dust called
the solar nebula. As the solar nebula
cooled, mineral grains formed by condensation. The dust and grains aggregated
into srnall, solid bodies - these were consolidated into the planets, moons, comets
and asteroids. According to this theory,
the first formed tplanetesimalst of the
solar system should contain roughly the

same proportions of the rock_forming ele_
ments as are found in the Sun.

Earlier studies found such a similarity
in a special class of meteorites called
carbonaceous chondrites, once considered
by scientist to be primitive or unchanged
exanples of these first formed planete!in_
als.
But recent findings of the t$/o Ames
researchers revealed that these chondrites
were not primitive but in fact had gone

through chemical changes.
The findings by Bunch and Chang open
doors to new ideas about tfre oiigin ofthethese
neteorites and, therefore, about what
happened in the earliest stages of the origin

of the solar

system.

The rocky pieces of matter that trold the
clues to the origin of the solar system are
called carbonaceous chondrites because
they contain the element carbon, one of the
building blocks of life. They also
contain
other building blocks - hydrolen, nitrogen
and oxygen - and complex organic molecules.
They are among the oldest rocks yet dis_
covered, some being 4.65 billion years o1d,
and have been likened to archaeol6gical

artifacts.

The researchers found at least three
different kinds of clays in the carbonaceous chondrites. The conventional theory
hypothesized that these clays formed by
reactions between gas and dust in the iolar
nebula prior to consolidation into srna11
bodies. However, the clays show no evidence
of this gas/dust origin. Instead, evidence
indicates they formed in ways similar to
those of some clays on Earth. (In some
Earth environments, water reacts with some
water-free rninerals to form clays. The
water dissolves and transports some minerals
uluy, leaving clay minerals in their places.)
These sorts of processes could only have
occurred in the parent body of the meteorite
(the body the meleorite br6ke away from)
perhapsr oD d comet or asteroid - and could
not have occurred in the solar nebula

gas/dust cloud.

The three different clays also had three
different chemistries. If the solar nebula
theory were true, the clays should have
more or less a uniform chemical composition.
The differences in the clays could be
readily explained, however, by the action
of water on the minerals in the surface of
a small body.
The two researchers now believe the carbonaceous chondrites probably broke away from
asteroids or comets after this process
had taken place. Thus the chondrites are
not unchanged, primitive samples of the
past.

This raises the possibility that the water
and some of the water-soluble material,
including organic cornpounds, in these
35
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meteorites were originally formed in interstellar space before the origin of the solar

\,tas reported in the rnagazine Nature by
Roy S Clarke Jr, Daniel E Appleman and
Daphne E Ross, all of the Smithsonian

Thus, seientists, through the study of
carbonaceous meteoritesr ildY be able to
look backward in tine and determine what
lras occurring in interstellar space before
the solar system was beginning to form, more
than 4k billion years ago.

Hi

system.

that the mystery gets
bigger the further they look. They suggest
a new model labelled the 'cosmic raisin
muffinr model. In this modelr when the
solar system was forning' the bodies that
aggregated at greaL distances from the Sun
in the very low temperature regions possibly comets - were composed nostly of
ice mixed with rocky material and dustt
tike raisins in a muffin. Nearer the Sun'
as close as the outer regions of the
asteroid be1t, the carbonaceous meteorites
formed" They were made of mostly rocky
matter with chunks of ice irnbedded in thern
like raisins.
In nrany cf the carbonaceous chondrites, the
clays surround small regions of unchangedt
relie material. The two scientists
theorise that the parent body, aggregated
from both rocky and icy building blocks'
was heated, causing the ice to melt and
the water to react with rock minerals
forming the clays. For some reasonr perhaps
a cooling of the parent body or insufficient
water, alteration of the rocky matrix was
incomplete, leaving relic islands of rocks.
Work by other researchers supports the new
model. Scientists discovered the decay
products of aluminum 26, a radioactive
isotope of aluminumr in carbonaceous
chondrites. It is possible that the heat
caused by the decay of this isotope could
have melted the ice in bodies consolidated
in the 1ow temperature regions of the solar
reactions involving the
system.
'resultingChemicalwater could have formed the clays
discovered in the carbonaceous chondrites.
Bunch and Chang also theorise that during
the aggregation of solid rnatter into
asteroid-si.zed bodies (tens to thousands
of kilometers in diameter) r the associated
collision of building blocks with the growing bodies could have produced enough heat
to melt the ice.
The scientists plan to continue their studies
of meteorites. "We have to search for a few
clues here, a few clrres there", Bunch said.
"We are like detectives. The more data we
collect, the more able we will be to test
assumptions, draw conclusions or say
thatts nonsense."

Bunch and Chang admit

DTAMONDS FOUND TN ANTARCTIC METEORITE

Tiny crystals of diamond, formed in an
ancieni'. cosmic catastrophe, have recently
been found in a 10.4-kilogram (23-pound)
iron meteorite collected fron the
Antarctic ice cap in L97-1. The discovery
36

Institutionrs National Museum of Natural
story.
This is only the second iron-type meteorite discovered to have di.amonds within
it. The other meteorite, the Canyon
Diablo, was much larger on impact.
Dianronds within it are believed to have
been produced as a resul-t of the shock
pressure of irnpact when it hit the Earth.
The antarctic neteorite is much smaller
and would not have produced a sufficient
shock when it hit the Earth - the diamonds
therefore must have been produced as a
result of a collision in space.
The tiny amounts of diamond found by Dr.
Clarke and his colleagues have no commercial value. The meteorite is probably
a fragnent of an asteriod, and the
diamonds in it bear witness to a great
collision that probably took place in the
asteroid belt many rnillions of years ago.
Dianonds only form at high pressures,
such as those existing deep within the
Earth. In a smal1 object like a meteorite,
such high pressures can only be supplied
by intense shock waves produced as asteroids
collide with each other - or: with the Earth at speeds of tens of thousands of miles
an hour.

The diamond-bearing meteorite was collected
in 1977 from the Allan Hills region of
the antarctic, where more than a 1OOO
new meteorite specimens have been found

since I976. Only nine of these meteorites
are of the met,allic (iron) type; the remainder are various kinds of stony meteorites.

of the special neteorites found in
the antarctic include an extremely wellpreserved carbon-rich specinen, a new
family of stony meteorites, another
puzzling stone that seems almost three
billion years younger than other meteorites,
and one that was preserved in the antaretic ice for almost lL nillion years.
Some
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BUFORA news
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 1982

The 1982 Bufora National Conference is to
be held in Edinburgh on March 13 and 14
at the George Hotel, George Street,
Ed inburgh.

Saturday AprilO3, l9OOh
The interface between the

Registration will conmence at 18.OOh on
the evening of March L2, with a reception
for those who arrive at that tine for an
early start on the following norning.

Saturday May 08, l9OOb
Alien intelligence
Speaker: Stuart Holroyd.
A11 neetings are held in the lecture
theatre of Kensington Central Library,
Campden Hill Road, London W8 - opposite
High Street, Kensington Underground

Registration will continue from 09.OOh on
Saturday morning, at which time a bookstall
and exhibition will open. The official
opening will be at lO.OOh and it is hoped
to have several papers from professional
scientists. Already Dr. J. Allen Hynek
and a group of colleagues from CUFOS in
the United States have announced their
intention to come. Replies are currently
awaited from some invited speakers and
names cannot be disclosed until all these
replies have been received.
It is hoped to include a symposium on the
close encounter by Mr. Robert Taylor of
Livingston which occurred on 1980 November
09. (S. CampbeLL, JoutnaT TAP, l/2, PP
43-46t Mr. Keatman and A. Co11ins. Flging
saucet P.eview 25/6, 26/L and 26/31 .
lhe Livingston case is particularly interesting for its features and is likely to be
studied for several years yet.

Later, at 2O.OOh on March 13, Bufora will
hold a special dinner for delegates and
guests at the hotel.
On March 14, Sunday norning, it is hoped
to arrange a trip to the site of the close
encounter at Livingston. Although the
grand evidence has long goner it is still
of great interest to visit such sites
personally.

Applications to attend the National
Conference should be addressed to Peter
A. Hi11, Almond Brae, 47A Easter Bankton'
Murieston, Livingston, West Lothian,
Scotland EH54 9BD.

KENSINGTON LECTURES T982

Saturday January 09' l9OOh
Southern Stranger
Speaker: Onar Fowler, MISM
Saturday February 06, l9OOh
Substance and shadow in the ETH
Speaker: Robert Morrell BSc, FLS.
Saturday March 06' 1gOOh
Seeing and believing - teJigious tesponses
to Ufo experience.
Speaker: Kevin McClure

new information.

UFO

report

and

Speaker: Peter Hil.l, AMR, FMS, FSS.

Station

THE

POWER

OF THE MEDIA

mention on London Weekend
Following a rArea
Informationr spot for
Television
switchboard at the
the 1981 Congress, thetfLooded'
with calls
Mount Royal Hotel was
from viewers seeking more information.
The short itern included stills of i11ustrations used by Mr. R.S. Digby to present

his lecture.

SECOND LONDON INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS

of the more important events in 1981
was the Second International
UFO Congress. which was held at the Mount
Royal Hotel' near Marble Arch on Sunday
May 24th and Monday' the 25th. The Congress
itself was preceded on the Saturdayr by a
meeting of the Provisional International
Comnittee for UFO Researclt (PICUR).
Nearly two hundred delegates from all parts
of the world attended the Congress.
Proceedings on the first day were under the
chairmanship of BUFORA chairman, Leslie
Bayer. Sunday morning started with a
presentation entitled "Are you sure you
have your facts right?". This was given
by Bob Digby and his colleagues in the
Physical Data Section. Bobrs talk was
given against a background of over 2OO
slides.
Coffee was followed by the formal opening
of the congress by the Presidentr Lord
Kings Norton. The textof Lord Kings
Norionrs address was published in fuII in
the first issue of the BUFORA Bulletin.
The final paper of the morning session was
on "The link between the investigator and
the scientist", and was presented by Bertil
Kuhlemann of Project URD, Sweden. Bertil
described project URD and its aims as well
as how UFO organisations could interface
at various levels to the scientific conOne

for

BUFORA

munity.

After lunch Charles Bowen, editor of the
31
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"Flying saucer Review" began the afternoon
seslion with his paper "Reflections of an
Editor". This dealt with some of the
problems and interesting incidents that
dharles had encountered during his tine as
editor of FSR. Charlesr talk has also
been published in full in the BUFORA
Bullet in .
Charles Bowen was followed by Stuart Campbell
BUFORA RIC for Scotland and a nernber of the
Edinburgh branch. Stuart gave a very interesting talk concerning the close encounter
witnessed by Robert Taylor, at Livingston,
West Lothian. I{r. Taylor, a forester' came
upon a strange object near the ground, whilst
along a forest track. During the
"itfi.,g
sighting Mr. Taylor lost consciousness and
hi6 trousers becane torn. The 'objectl
also left strange markings on the ground.
Stuart was able to show delegates the
trousers and point out the holes in them
which occurred .at the time of the sighting. A summary of this case appeared in
JTAP Volume 1, number 2 (pages 43-46).
After tea there was a discussion session
tead by Hilary Evans from the Society for
Psychiial Reselrch. The therne of this discussion was "Psychic phenomena and UFos. Is
there a connection?". Hilary gave a short
introduction and then the subject was thrown
open for discussion. The lively debate that
followed well overran the end of the
session.

the delegates had chance
to talk to the speakers and other delegates
at a special Congress dinner. The Congress
dinner vras followed by a fascinating talk
on the film taken by an Australian TV crew
off the coast of New Zealand. Dr. Bruce
l4accabee, who has carried out extensive
work on this filn, had a coPY with him
and agreed to give a brief outline of the
case Lo delegates before showing then the
film. The New Zealand filrn was followed
by a collection of films on the subjects of
renote sensing and the search for extraterrestrial Life.
Monday morning got off to an early start
under the chairmanship of vice-president
Tim OrBrien. A short peper on the Fatima
case from Portugal r,\tas Presented by Joaquim
Fernandes of the Centro De Estudos Astronomicos E De Fenomenos Insolitos (CEAFI).
The paper was based upon research that
Joaguin had undertaken since 1975 in
association with Dr. Fina d'Armada. The
case concerns the events witnessed by three
young girls on the 13th May 1917. They
lfailn Lo have seen on three occasions, both
acep.halous and angelic entities. rhis
inc-ident was thought to be an apparition of
the Virgin Mary and the details of these
events iere fept in the archives of Fatimars
sancturary. In L978, Dr. drArmada received
authorisation to study the original documents
on the events exPerienced by the three
girls. Tbe new and surprising material
uncovered suggested to the researchers
possible extii-terrestrial interference in
Fatina and this forns the basis for their

On Sunday evening
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recently completed book E'xtra-terrestriaT
Interfetence at Fatina - The Apparitions
and the uFo Phenomena. Delegates then
split into several srnall discussion groupst
topics included vehicle interference cases
and formulation of a code of ethics for
investigators. Nornan Oliver gave a short
presentation on Close Encounter Experiences
and then delegates were invited to discuss
their o$rn experiences.
The coffee break was followed by a presentation by NigeI Henbestr astronomy
consultant to the "New Scientist" on the
subject of "The Possible Influence of Black
Holes on Space Travel". The morning session
was concluded by a report on the PICUR
meeting held on the SaturdaY.
The delegates reassembled after lunch to
be treated to a lively and entertaining
talk by Bruce Maccabee about theories of
Bruce is the chairman of the
UFO origin.
Fund for UFO Research Inc. based in Maryland.
By profession he is an optical physicist.
Philippe Schneider of France gave a taJ-k
about the Isosoles Theory' which was a
possible nethod of predicting where sightings would occur.
The final formal talk of the Congress was
given by David Haisell, Director of U.P.
Investigations Research Inc. of Canada.
David took as his subject "The Need for
Collaboration - The Canadian Experience".
A11 the major groups in Canada have jointed
in a venture called Project UFOCAN. By way
of this association they hope to combine
resources and adopt common standards for
investigator training and documentation.
David was attending the London Congress
and the PICUR meeting as the elected
representative of all the groups which had
come together in UFOCAN.
Before the Congress closed reports were
received from each of the discussion groups
held earlier in the day. The chairrnan
summarised the events of the preceeding
day and thanked a1l the delegates for their
support and interest.
During the course of the Congress there
were displays of material in the exhibition
area including posters on the work of
FUFoR, the BUFORA Punched Card System
(presented by Peter Hill) and on the forthcoming Edinburgh Conference. As well as
the Bufora bookstall, a variety of publicaLions were on sale from Lionel Beer and
also Journal UFO' from Canada had a
d

i splay

.

report of the Congress would be complete
without expressing thanks to all the members
of BUFORA and the staff of Grand Metropolitan Hotels, who did so nuch to make the
Congress a success, only space prevents me
mentioning them each individually.
The great value of such international gatherings is the dissemination of fresh thoughts,
revised attitudes and new information from
widely separated sources and the realisation

No
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that_closer co-operation can only bring
benefits for all those studying Lfre ufO
phenomena. It was anticipated that the
Congress would again provide a focal point
for international co-ordination and cooperation. In this respect it was very
successful. Not only were many old friends
seen, but many new ones made. Outside the
lecture room new projects were formulated
that not only transcended group boundaries
but also national boundaries. So many
new ideas came up at the PICUR meeting
on Saturday, that several working parties
had to continue on throughout th6 main

Congress.

David Haisel"T is
Ditector of IJnexpTained. Phenomena
fnve s t i g ations Research
Inc, and Editor of
'JournaT UFO'. He has
plaged a major part in
bringing mang Canadian
UFO societies
together
and :s a member of the
PtovisionaT IntetnationaT Committee for
UFO Research.

Dr. Bruce Maccabee phD
has been apDointed
Chairman of the Fund
for Reseatch Inc. in
MargLand, IISA. He extensivelg investigated
the
New zeaLand airborne
sightings
and is welL
known internationaJTg
as an opticaT phgsicist
specialising
in -lasers.

Peter HiL7, BUFORA Edinburgh and InternationaJ. Liaison

Bertif Kuhlemann js ltead of Computer,services f or iIlA Administratj ve Department
of the Rogal Swedish Academg of Engineering Science. Connected with ufojogg for
2O gears, and founder of the Internationaj
UFO Reporting: and Data Sqstem.
(from page 40)
Campbell's paper is a refreshing change
from such negative attitudes.
Peter A Hi1l,
Chairman, Provisional International
Committee on UFO Research.
Ed inburgh
October 24 I98I
CORRESPONDENCE

Stuart CanpbeTT is a
menber of the Edinburgh
Branch of B\JF)RA and was
Teading investigator
of
the cTose encounter at
I)ivingston.

Re

fer ences

Joutnat rAp, L9BI, 2/I pp3-7.
t1l Hynek
(2)
J.A. , L979, rn" ur-o Experience.
Corgi 18
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Correspondence
rNatural I theory

UFO

f certainly am familiar with the works of
Philip Klass; I thought it was obvious that
ny natural theory descends from his plasma
hypothesis. I acknowledge a debt to him,
although he may not now appreciate it.
It
appears that he has now rejected the ideas
contained in uros rdentified; in uros
ExpTained (L974) he nade no rnention of
plasmas, except to dismiss them as the
explanation for the Socorro incident. I may
have taken up the mantle dropped by Klass,
but I am having it cleaned and examined!
In fact I had come to similar conclusions
before reading Klass, and have since
developed a more rigoror.is theory. (Klass
was not the first to propose that UFOs are
a natural atmospheric phenomenon that is
either yet unknown or very unusual.)
i believe that I have never encouraged
anyone to believe that the natural phenonenon, which I postulate is responsible for
most tgenuinet uFo reports, is tsinplet.
Indeed, if it exists, it must be most comp1ex. As to whether or not the natural
theory is 'simplisticr, that depends on the
reliability and complexity of the data that
is to be explained. Mr, Cassirer must
know that the data on UFO reports is not,
usually, of high quality nor, necessarily,
very reliable. It would be unfair to ask
any theory to expiain data which is controversial and probably erroneous. But
never mind generalities. I intend to ask
the natural theory to explain the
Livingston UFO event. I hope that Mr.
Cassirer will accept that as a fair test.
If it can explain that event then it can
probably explain most UFO events.
No, I do not suggest that physical traces
of UFos and that mutilations of cattle
are due to 'hallucinationsr wishful thinking and fraudr. I suggest that traces are
caused by a natural phenomenon and that
mutilations are the work of hooligans or
delinquents.
There has not necessarily been an
"enormous increase in sightings since the
start of the ratomic ager ". The data to

test that claim is not available.

The

enormous increase in the number of reports
since 1947 may be due to many factors. one
was the great publicity given to the Arnold
report and the efficiency of the post-war
news media. This released a great many

reports, some relating to incidents that
occurred before 1947. It is not yet possible to say whether or not UFOs are a modern
phenomenon, they nay be an age-o1d phenomenon that has only recently become
weIl-known.
Stuart Canpbell
Ed

inburgh

1981 August 14
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Definitions

Campbell has drawn attention to a number
of vaLid points (1) concerning definitions
and enquiries about the UFO. The results

of opinion pol1s about tbelief in UFOs
are without statistical validity on two
counts: (a) it is not an issue of belief
and nany UFO researchers would reply tnot
if asked whether they 'bel-ieved' i.n the
UFO; (b) without definitj-on, each subject
i-s answering a question as interpreted
individually.
On the difficult questj.on of definiti.on,
the Provisional lnternational Commi.ttee
for UFO Research (PICUR) agrees with
Vallee and Hynek that it is the UFO report
that requires definition firsL, as it is
reports which are the data which \./e must
study. It would have been surprJ.sing had
the definition adopted been accepted
universally; this was not expected. Our
starting point was that definition which
seemed closest to our views, that of
Hynek (2) . This was modified to make
minor improvements, by removing the word
'objectt and the reference to tin the
sky or on the groundt. The Committee did
not clairn that the resulting definition
was f inal; it is seen as a facet whj-ch
must be refined as a by-product of
research.

The exclusions refer first to such matters
as (a) events such as experiments in ouier
space, (b) objects such as aircraft or
(c) processes such as meteorological
effects.
It might
be better to include
teventst and
tprocessest in one word.

Psychological events include hallucinations
and others. Againr teventst and tprocessest
might be replaced by one al1-embracing
word. Hindrs concern with overlooking
a true report of an alien craft by a
person certified insane is 1ow on any reasonable Iist of priori.ties.
Canpbellts argument of topenr and tclosedt
definitions is valid and useful as a
contribution to the evolution of a satisfactory definition. However' the Condon
Report admits that the topenr definition

is untenable. The CampbelI definition
is as easy to take apart as the others:
(a) the reported UFO may not be rreal';
(b) it may be heard and confirmed by
radar but not seeni (c) it may not be in
the sky or on the ground; (d) there is
no reason to give 'alien vehicle' rather
than other ideas for the nature of the UFO.
However, I make no criticisrn of Carnpbell
but applaud him for a valid contribution
to the evolrt ion bf a satisfactorY
definition. We suffer from too many
snipers at all definitions and too few
constructive contributions to an acceptabte definition. (see page 39)

Airns and scope of the Journal
Research and investigation into

unidentified flying object (uFo) phenornena has progressed
fron the early days of wild speculation into an area where scientific
un;iy;i;;;;'
evaruation methods can be applied to a nunber of specified areas.
rt is realised that ufological research is subject to a great deal
speculative
comment' much of which lies on the boundaries of curren! scientificof tfrlutnt.--uunv
existin
scientific institutions.accept limited discussion of uFos ana ieiated pheiomena whlre
it
has some bearing on their discipline. The Journal of Transient aerial'phenomena fJournal
TAP) offers a forum for scientists and researchers to present ideas for further discussion,
results of investigations and analysis of statistics and other pertinent informaiion.
Journal TAP aims to meet a wide range of discussion by incorporating an approach with
breadth of scope,.clear and topical comment conducted with siientiflc rlgiii.--it
intends
to offer.a truly international forum.enabling researchers throughout the
world
publish
to
results in an authoritative.publication which should serve to frirther fnowfe-te-of'th"
cosmos and benefit mankind in so doing.
Notes for contributors
The Editorial Board witl be pleased to receive contributions from aI1 parts of the world.
Manuscrietsr.preferably in English, should be submitted in the first iistance, to the
Editor-in-chief, 40 Jones Drove, whittlesey, peterborough I pE7 IuE, unit"J ii;9;;*:
Manuscripts should be,typed double-spaced on one side of 44 size paper with wide margins
and subrnitted in duplicate. while no maximum length of contributio-ns is prescribed,
authors are encouraged to write concisely
The authorrs name_should be typed on the line below the title.
The affiliation
(if any)
and address should follow on the next line, The body of the manuscript should be
preceded by an abstiact of around IOO words giving the main conclusions drawn.
All nathematical symbols may be either hand-written or typewritten, but no ambiguities
should arise.
rllustrations should be restricted to the rninimurn necessary. They should accompany the
script and should be included in manuscript pages. Line diawings'should incruab air
relevant details and should be drawn in black ink on plain white drawing paper.
Good
photoprints are acceptable but blueprints or dyeline prints cannot Ue uie6.- Drawings
and
diagrams should allow for a 20 per cent reduction. r,ettering should be clear, open, and
sufficiently large to permit the necessary reduction of size-for publication. pirotographs
should be sent as glossy_prints, preferably full or half plate.size. Captions to any
submitted photograph or illustration should be appendeO ana clearly marked.
In the interests of economy and to reduce errors, tables will, where possible, be
reproduced by photo-offset using the authorts typed manuscript. Tables should therefore
be submitted in a form suitable for direct reproduction. page size used should be A4
and width of table should be either 1o.5 crn or 22 cm. Large or 1on9 tables should be
typed on continuing sheets but identifying numbers should be placed-on the upper righthand corner of each sheeL of tabr,rlar material,
Reference to published literature should be quoted in the text in brackets and grouped
together at the end of the paper in numerical order. A separate sheet of paper-should
be used. Double spacing must be used throughout. Journal TAP references ihould be
arranged thus:
(1) Jacques Vallee: 1965. Anatomg of a Phenomenon, vii, Henry Regnery, Chicago.
(2, David Haisell: 1980. Working Party Report, JournaT tee I/2, pp36-40
with the exception of dates which should be presented in the astronomical convention
viz z L977 August 06, no rigid rules concerning notation or abbreviation need be observed
by authors, but each paper should be self-consistent as to symbols and units, which
should all be properly defined. Times however should be preiented in astronomical form
using Lhe 24 hour clock and Universal Time (UT) where posiible. If 1oca1 time is used,
this should be specified viz 19h 15 cMT.
The Editorial Board shall have the right to seek advice from referees on suitability for
publication and mayr on their recomrnendation, accept, seek revision of or reject
manuscripts. If considered unsuitable for Journal TAP, the Editor-in-chief ieserves
the right to forward nanuscripts to the Editor of Bufora Journal for consideration. The
Editor-in-chiefrs decision will be final.
Book reviews and letters for publication will also be considered.
Where Permission is needed for publication of material included in an article, it is the
responsibility of the author to acquire this prior to submission. A11 opinions expressed
in articles will be those of the contributor and unless otherwise statedr will not reflect
the views of Bufora, its Couneil or the Editor-in-chief.
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